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00 00 (Tell us what you were you doing during the war) Yakov: What I was doing 

during the war? I was either walking or shooting. We breached German 
defences on the river Donets – the river Don’s branch. So we breached the 
German defences. 0044 

 
00 44 We were supported by the 3rd tank army. Our division was supported by the 

tank corpse – Krasnodonsky  tank corpse decorated with the Order of the Red 
Banner. We storm breached the German fortifications to be able to attack the 
rear of the German army group which was retreating at the time, defending 
the city of Kharkov. 01 40 

 
01 40 We were moving along the railway Kharkov-Kiev. We caused the Germans 

significant losses. The Germans tried to stop the offensive several times. Our 
tank units destroyed German Tigers and Panthers. We had several major 
battles where the Germans lost hundreds of tanks. 02 20 

 
02 20 They lost their latest model tanks – Tigers and Panthers. We were in the 

infantry going after the tanks. Inform Bureau's communiqués were 2 - 3 
weeks late because we were advancing fast. Our goal was to reach the river 
Dnieper before the retreating German troops could get there. 02 58 

 
02 58 We faced the SS Army led by Schpeidel with its 2 divisions: Reich and the 

Great Germany. We caused the Germans major losses capturing the Dnieper’s 
bank from Kremenchug to Dnepropetrovsk. 03 31 

 
03 31 We had the 3rd tank army and the tank corpse. The Germans… all the time… 

they had been planning to send the Tiger tank units to Africa to support 
Rommel’s army. Their tanks were painted the colour of sand. Our tankmen 
and anti-tankmen learned how to use anti-tank guns to knock German tanks 
out. 04 27 

 
04 27 Those tanks were reinforced with additional armour blocking the drivers' field 

of vision. They had to open the driver's section of the armour making tanks 
vulnerable to our anti-tank guns. (Tell us what your rank was and what were 
you doing in the war.) 05 35 

 
05 35 (chuckling) My job was killing the Germans, shooting them from my machine-

gun. I was a machine-gunner. I made it a point to take a better firing 
position. On two occasions the front commander visited me at my firing 
position. 06 00 

 
06 00 Lieutenant-General Ivan Stepanovich Konev. I had a chance to talk to him on 

several occasions. Those weren't nice conversations. I was assistant 
commander of machine-gun platoon. Once my machine-gun wasn’t cleaned 
properly. 06 38 

 
06 38 (right after your graduation from a military college you were sent to the front. 

Tell us about your first attack). When we came to the front we didn’t have 
arms. Our unit was formed in Voronezh region. That’s where we got our 
weapons. 07 37 
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07 37 3 or 4 days later we were sent to our first battle. We came there on the 9th of 
August, 1943. On the 15th of August we had our first battle. Nearly 2 months 
I was fighting without a break. The fighting was heavy. 08 16 

 
08 16 We were fighting against SS troops that were more professional than our 

guards units. They had battle experience and modern weapons. (Where did 
those battles take place?) In Kharkov, Poltava and partially Kirovograd 
regions. 08 50 

 
08 50   We used to walk hundreds of kilometres. (How many days were you in 

training?) Training for what? (How long was your military college training?) 
How many days? 6 months. (You told us in pre-interview that the Germans 
had no time to fight back. When was it?) 09 48 

 
09 48 It was after the Battle of Kursk. (did you clean up the remainders of enemy 

divisions?) We used to pursue the enemy after battles. The Germans 
retreated on their vehicles while we had to pursue them on feet. Our tanks 
destroyed the remains of the enemy divisions. 10 40 

 
10 40 The tanks pursued the enemy and the infantry consolidated the positions. It 

happened often that we attacked along one road while the Germans retreated 
along a different one. 10 58 

 
10 58 That was hard because Kharkov and Poltava regions were about 500  

kilometers. The Germans were moving on their vehicles while we had to walk 
to pursue them. It was hard. Secondly it was in ’43, a turning point, the 
German aviation was quite active at the period. 11 36 

 
11 36 Our aviation only acted in the break through sectors. The bombers bombed 

the rear sectors. On the contrary the Germans interacted with their units 
protecting them with their aviation. 12 07 

 
12 07 (Where was it?) Kharkov and Poltava Regions, 80 km south of Kremenchug, 

and near Krivoy Rog. Our division was destroyed there, only 30 men 
surviving. (What happened near Dnieper?) What happened? We were in the 
German rear. 12 53 

 
12 53 They didn’t expect. Our rec men captured a river crossing point controlled by 

the Germans. We used Germans’ floating facilities to cross the river. We had 
few casualties: 1 man was killed and 8 were wounded. After that the Germans 
transferred their reserve troops to stop our attacks. 13 30 

 
13 30 They attacked us with their reserve troops. However they were not successful 

because our defences were too strong for them to breach. We put up a strong 
resistance. Our 6th army forced crossing the Dnieper river near Kremenchug. 
The Germans were a little drunk. 14 11 

 
14 11 Their air born intelligence reported that Soviet soldiers had consolidated their 

position on the river bank. After the attack the Dnieper was full of dead 
bodies. Almost the entire 6th army was killed near Kremenchug. 14 42 
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14 42 We had to attack the Germans’ rear from the south to save the remains of the 
army. (What is the 6th army, was it the Red or the German army?) That was 
our army. Our army suffered heavy casualties there. 15 18 

 
15 18 (Was the 6th army…the Germans…) The German army consisted of SS units. 

I’m not sure, all I know we were facing the SS units “The Reich”. (What did 
your division do?) We advanced. I got wounded that day. 15 51 

 
15 51 First I was hit by a bullet, and then a land mine exploded between my legs. 

(Give us the details of your injury). I was changing my position. I had been 
bothering the Germans too much taking out their snipers. I had a loaded 
machine gun cartridge belt. 16 44 

 
16 44 There were 5 types of bullets: regular, heavy, explosion, a tracer and armour 

piercing bullets. I was kind of “shaving” the German snipers. They usually hid 
themselves shooting from sheds, barns or trees. 17 12 

 
17 12 I had a lot of shrapnel in my body, here and here (shows). The snipers shot 

with explosion bullets. I am lucky to have survived. The other machine gun 
was hit by a shell, and 5 guys were killed. 17 52 

 
17 52 That’s how it was. (You mentioned that Khrushchev transported your division 

to Kiev) Not the division – the tank army. We had to break through to get 
there. I was wounded during a heavy fighting near Krivoy Rog. There were 
lots of wounded tank men too. 18 34 

 
18 34 Many of them lost their legs or got burnt. (Who moved you to Kiev?) I wasn’t 

in Kiev. We were just helping. Khrushchev sent 3rd and 4th tank armies to 
Kiev. The Germans put up stubborn resistance. Many people were killed 
there. 38th, 39th and 40th armies were in action there. 19 37 

 
19 37 In those armies there were many graduates from our college. That’s how I 

know what was going on near Kiev. Our unit was attacking near Krivoy Rog. 
The Germans were on the defensive there because of the importance of 
Krivoy Rog’s Iron and Steel Works. 19 59 

 
19 59 Almost the entire division was killed near Krivoy Rog. (Didn’t you fight in 

Kiev?) No, I didn’t. We were south of Kiev, near Kremenchug. (You mentioned 
that you experienced up to 20 attacks a day. Where did it take place?) It was 
behind the river Dnieper. 20 40 

 
20 40 You may have heard about the Dnieper steep slopes. There is a song about 

the Dnieper steep slopes. We were positioned on those steep slopes. The 
Germans were trying to push us from there. 20 attacks a day – in fact all day, 
one attack after another. 21 18 

 
21 18 Their attacks were bogged down. They were launching attacks – one after 

another, all day. Both our troops and the Germans suffered heavy casualties. 
Our troops were counterattacking. I was a machine gunner supporting the 
attacks. 21 40 
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21 40 Besides, my task was to protect our troops during a retreat. That’s how it 
was. I remember digging all the time, because changing a position involved 
digging in. If you fail to dig in – you  are dead, that was one of our jokes. 22 
15 

 
22 15 Digging a machine gun in took digging out a couple of cubic meters of earth. 

It was a hard job – digging all the time. (Why the river Dnieper was so 
important in the war?) After leaving Volga the Germans were planning to 
consolidate their positions on the Dnieper to stay for the winter. 22 58 

 
22 58 They were planning to stop our troops before they could cross the Dnieper. 

But as it turned out we pushed them away from the Dnieper. Those were 
fierce battles; many German tanks were put on fire or knocked out. I know 
that  209th tank brigade distinguished itself in those battles. 23 42 

 
23 43 It was an attack brigade, part of the tank corpse. They supported us. The 

tanks needed maintenance and supplies of fuel and shells. The supplies came 
from the other side of the Dnieper, they couldn’t be moved by air. 24 14 

 
24 14   We needed to control river crossing spots which were under fire.(Were the 

Germans more numerous than the Russians?) The attacking army is always 
more numerous. It should be more than thrice as numerous. It was easier for 
the Germans to be on the defensive: the retreating troops had prepared the 
positions. 24 53 

 
24 53 On the other hand when we were on the offensive we had to dig trenches. 

(Where were you wounded?) Near Krivoy Rog. (Can you give us some details 
on that?) What can I tell you? I was changing the position. I had been 
bothering the Germans. 25 45 

 
25 45 I had been hunting after their machine guns and the snipers. They had 

probably spotted me. They started going after me. On seeing that I was 
changing my position they shot me and threw a mine which hit me between 
the legs. 26 14 

 
26 14 I gave my comrades my submachine gun and my machine gun. I crawled 500 

meters or more. It was 7 October, 1943. The weather was sunny and warm. I 
had to crawl to the medical station. The paramedics provided first aid to stop 
the bleeding. 27 18 

 
27 18 They used 6 packages of dressing to dress my right leg wound. My left leg 

was better.  I had crawled to the medical station which was situated in a 
school basement. The basement was full of wounded soldiers with all kinds of 
wounds: legs, arms, shrapnel wounds, shoulder wounds, etc. I saw a tank 
bringing burnt tank men to the medical station. 28 38 

 
28 38 I saw many wounded men there, those who lost their arms and legs, etc. 

(Please repeat for the camera) I was wounded near Kremenchug, sorry, near 
Krivoy Rog, in the suburbs of Krivoy Rog. (Did your division win that battle?) 
29 15 
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29 15 Our entire division was killed in that battle. The Germans put up a fierce 
resistance, they carried out violent tank attacks – the Manstein tank army. 
The Manstein group counterattacked us. Almost all the soldiers of our division 
were killed there. 29 53 

 
29 53 There was a land mine field which could not be cleared. The mines had been 

planted by our troops before the retreat. Only 30 men of 12,000 – the   entire 
division – survived  that fight. Can you imagine the intensity of the fighting? 
Our regiment commander was also killed in the fight. 30 45 

 
30 45 It was a fierce fighting. I wish other armies could fight as well as the Red 

Army did. The infantry decides the outcome of a battle. The infantry soldiers 
were killed most of all. Although many tank men were killed too. 31 32 

 
31 32 (What was your personal contribution to the victory?)I knocked out 3 vehicles 

with infantry men on board. I’m not sure if I killed anyone, but I know that in 
any case the vehicles were burnt down. Besides, I knocked out a small tank – 
the Germans counterattacked with the help of small tanks. 32 15 

 
32 15 They were also called armoured cars. It was a small tank with light armour 

and a couple of machine guns. (How did you destroy the vehicles? Did you 
use a tank and bombs?) No tanks and bombs. I machine-gunned them with 
armour-piercing bullets. 33 09 

 
33 09 I was aiming at their gun-ports and managed to put the small tank on fire. 

The Germans jumped out and I killed them with my machine gun. Also there 
was a German mortar battery bothering us all the time. I found a good 
position and fired. They didn’t bother us any more. 33 54 

 
33 54 I shot it down, it didn’t bother us any more. I’m not sure whether I killed 

anyone or not. In any case I destroyed it. They didn’t shoot at us any more. 
That was my contribution. Besides I shot at attacking soldiers, although I 
couldn’t see whether I killed or wounded them. 34 31 

 
34 31 They were falling down when I was shooting. (Do you think you should be 

considered a Jewish war hero, as well as other Jews?) Why not? One of our 
machine gunner’s name was Goldstein. He was a Jew. What was his first 
name? Sunia Goldstein… 35 06 

 
35 06 Must be the short for Israil. There was another Jew in our company. What 

was his name? I can’t recall his name. So there were a few Jews in our 
company. Do you know how many divisions were involved in the war? About 
300 divisions. 35 48 

 
35 48 How many Jews total, if 3 or 4 Jews were in one company? You know when I 

was at the front line I never slept at night, only in the day time. (Do you think 
Jews were better soldiers than non-Jews?) You see there were no Jewish 
units, just individual Jews… 36 35 

 
36 35 The Israeli army demonstrated the capability of the Jews trained in the 

Russian army: Ben Gurion, Moshe Dayan, and others, those who founded the 
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Jewish state, they had been born in Russia. Unlike the Arabs they were good 
soldiers, they fought for their country. 37 20 

 
37 20 (Why do you think the Jews were better soldiers than other nationalities 

during WWII?) Because the Jews didn’t have a choice. They had fear of both 
the Germans and the Russian anti-Semites. 37 45 

 
37 45 When I was in a hospital, there was an anti-Semite who told me that he had 

shot 17 of his Jewish commanders. He shot his commanders during attacks. 
He said to me “You are going to be the 18th”. 38 13 

 
38 13 When I was fighting I had to look out because of the moral in the army. The 

German propaganda… they threw down leaflets saying “Kill the Kike and the 
commissar”. They used to throw down this kind of leaflets. 38 46 

 
38 46 Secondly, Ukrainian nationalists were German sympathisers. I don’t believe 

propaganda I saw in one of the newspapers here saying that 900,000 Soviet 
citizens fought against the Red Army. 39 16 

 
39 16 …soviet citizens fighting against the Red Army. Those were wrong numbers. 

They were more than a million, if not a couple of millions. First of all there 
was a special SS 22nd division “Galichina”. Those were cut-throats killing the 
Jews in the ghettos. 39 58 

 
39 58 The Germans used them… Secondly, they had a partisan army called UPA – 

the Ukrainian Partisan Army. Under the guise of partisans they killed Soviet 
citizen, communists and most of all the Jews. 40 31 

 
40 31 Besides, there was an entire brigade… do you know what a brigade is? It’s a 

little smaller than a division – the Lithuanians – they came over to the 
German side right away. Also “Forest Brothers”, who fought on the German 
side. 41 00 

 
41 00  Also the 20th SS division formed in Estonia and Latvia. They are still active, 

having their gatherings and celebrations. (Do you know histories about the 
Jewish war heroes?) Only the media stories. Otherwise, I don’t know any… 41 
36 

 
41 36 My cousin Misha Koifman who has passed away recently, was considered 

killed in battle, on 3 occasions. The first time, his tank burnt down. His soldier 
ID got to the burial squad, who listed him as killed in battle. His name was 
inscribed on 3 tombstones. 42 23 

 
42 23 He was considered killed in battle on 3 occasions. He went through the war – 

from the beginning to the end. He started as a junior sergeant. He was born 
in 1920. He served in Ryazan tank regiment. The regiment had T-34 model 
tanks. When the war began he was at the state border. 43 11 

 
43 11 He was in action near Yelnia where one Soviet division destroyed 2 German 

divisions. The 17th tank regiment from Ryazan was involved in the battle. He 
was in action near Tula where he got wounded. After the recovery he 
returned to the army. 43 48 
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43 48 He was eventually promoted to the rank of lieutenant colonel. He has recently 

passed away. He served in 209th brigade that supported us. I didn’t know that 
he was so close to where I was. We were not let close to the tanks, being 
field troops. 44 16 

 
44 16 We used to dig in, securing defensive positions, while he was a tank man. He 

fought on the river Dnieper, near Kremenchug and near Krivoy Rog. He went 
through the war in his tank. He was awarded with numerous medals. 44 56 

 
44 56 Once I had an incident. They had a dispatch to deliver across the river. (Do 

you think that Jewish boys serving in the Red Army… was it a lesson for those 
who moved to Israel later, in 1948… was it a lesson that the Jews must fight, 
must be strong and fight against the enemies?) 45 37 

 
45 37 Yes, I agree. I know many…(Please repeat for the camera). I can repeat. The 

Jews who fought in the Red Army followed to lead the Hagana. Do you know 
what Hagana is? It was the future Jewish army. They were successful because 
they had had combat experience in the Soviet Army. 46 40 

 
46 40 They had been trained in training regiments and tank and aviation colleges, 

not mentioning infantry colleges. Having had combat experience they led the 
Jews’ struggle against the Arabs. They were victorious in ’53 and ’67. Rather 
not ’53… the first one was in ’48. 47 25 

 
47 25 ’48 was the year the state of Israel was founded. Later, in ’73 they fought… 

well in ’67 and ’73 – the Day of Atonement Arab-Israeli war. Without a 
numerical superiority they defeated the Egyptian, Syrian, and Jordanian 
troops. 48 04 

 
48 04 They destroyed them. If not for the interference of the United States they 

reached the suburbs of Cairo – the capital of Egypt. Glory to the Jewish boys 
who won the victory for Israel! 48 32 

 
48 32         (Did you experience anti-Semitism during the war?) Very much! Anti-

Semitism reigned in the army. (Please give us an example). I am a living 
example. (Please give us a specific example of anti-Semitism during your 
service in the army). 49 04 

 
49 04 I had a combat dispatch to deliver to the Front HQ on the left bank. Crossing 

a river was dangerous because the Germans were firing at the river crossing. 
It was impossible to cross the river in the day time. The dispatch was put into 
a rubber envelope and tied to my head.    50 06 

 
50 06 Most of the men were scared to cross the river because the river crossing was 

under machine gun and mortar gun fire all the time. The water was “boiling” 
there. I volunteered to deliver the dispatch. 50 36 

 
50 36 I took off my cloths with only the shorts on, let my body cool down (it was 

end of September, the troops landed on the 21st, so it took place a week 
later). I looked for the swift currents in the river…51 11 
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51 11 …and 2 minutes later I was on the other side of the river. I used the swift 
current to swim across the river. I was a very good swimmer. And secondly, I 
wasn’t afraid of cold water. 51 24 

 
51 24 I was 18 years old, strong and energetic. I delivered the dispatch to the HQs 

and immediately was on my way back. And again, I got across the river in 2 
minutes. I was commended.   51 58 

 
51 58 Later I learnt that a reporter came to our unit. The newspaper article said 

that senior sergeant, our commander’s striker (денщик), committed heroism 
for which he was recommended to be awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet 
Union. 52 24 

 
52 24 The article went on that before swimming across the river he was covered 

with goose grease. The reporter made up a big story. I approached the 
regiment commander, asking him why another man was awarded for my 
heroism. 52 40 

 
52 40 He said “You see, your photograph didn’t suit them”. Isn’t that anti-Semitism? 

Later I encountered anti-Semitism on a high level. (Close up of medals). That 
was a very important dispatch on our losses in men and equipment, as well 
as ammunition. 53 26 

 
53 26 Ammunition was highly important in terms of troops fighting capacity. Same 

goes for men and equipment. So the dispatch was highly important. 
(Interviewers) It took place on the river Dnieper, 60 or 80 kilometres south of 
Kremenchug. 54 02 

 
54 02 (Please repeat why the location was so strategically important). It was 

strategically important because… those were the Dnieper’s steep slopes, the 
hills. Capturing the area would open the way to the north, to Kiev and to the 
south, to Odessa. 54 42 

 
54 42 In fact it was important in terms of liberating the entire Ukraine’s territory 

which happened later. South Ukraine and Crimea were liberated in ’44, the 
Soviet troops approaching Romania and further the Eastern Europe. 55 09 

 
55 09   The entire Ukraine was liberated at the end of ’44. That’s why the territory 

was considered highly important strategically. Besides, liberation of Krivoy 
Rog and Dnepropetrovsk meant securing the major metallurgical centre of 
Ukraine and the Soviet Union. 55 40 

 
55 40 …Iron and Steel works in Krivoy Rog and Dnepropetrovsk… That’s how the 

major metallurgical centre was taken away from the Germans and put to 
work for Russia. 56 09 (Did he answer the question? Yes he did). (Close up of 
the medals)56 18 

 
56 18  End of interview.  
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